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Abstract
The need for high performance and custom software-based packet processing has resulted in decades of research. Most proposals bypass or replace the Linux networking stack with the unfortunate consequence of sacrificing the rich and robust functionality available within Linux and the ecosystem of management programs and control-plane software built on top of it. In this paper, we propose to rethink the design of the Linux network stack to address its shortcomings rather than creating alternative pipelines. This re-design involves (1) decomposing packet processing into a fast path and a slow path, and (2) transparently and dynamically creating a custom fast path that only implements the processing tasks currently configured. We leverage Linux’s eXpress Data Path to load efficient and small fast-path modules, leaving the kernel stack to serve as the slow path. To materialize this vision, this paper introduces Transparent Network Acceleration (TNA), a prototype system that automatically generates a minimal data path based on introspection of the current networking configuration, avoiding many of the networking stack overheads in Linux while ensuring high performance and maintaining Linux’s rich set of functionalities.
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1 Introduction
Software-based packet processing is being widely adopted across a number of use cases, such as data center load balancing [8], virtualized networking between containers [26, 27] or virtual machines [16], and in 5G infrastructures [9]. Doing so requires both high-performance and, in many cases, the ability to introduce custom functionality. While Linux is the most widely used platform for many such services, supporting the packet processing performance required with its out-of-the-box network stack is challenging [5, 12, 14].

This led to new approaches for enabling high-performance custom packet processing through alternative pipelines. These take several different forms, such as kernel bypass (e.g., DPDK [7], netmap [23]) which efficiently copy packets to a user space program for processing, in-kernel network stack bypass (e.g., XDP [12], Click [15]) which run inside kernel space but are still largely an alternative pipeline as performance is only obtained when the traffic does not touch the Linux network stack, or as a new kernel (e.g., x-kernel [13], Demikernel [28]).

Using an alternative pipeline vastly improves throughput over receiving and processing packets through the Linux networking stack and makes it easier to add new functionality; however, it incurs significant drawbacks. First, these alternative pipelines cannot, without degrading performance, leverage the rich and widely used networking functionality of Linux such as its built-in bridging, packet filtering, and traffic shaping subsystems together with their powerful management tools (e.g., iproute2 [10]). The rich ecosystem extends to management software that builds around the Linux APIs and interfaces (and command line tools), such as Infrastructure-as-Code (e.g., Ansible), container networking (e.g., Flannel), and control plane software (e.g., FRR [11] for routing and StrongSwan [25] for IPsec).

In this paper we take the position that we should rethink the design of the Linux network stack to address its shortcomings, rather than creating alternative pipelines. Moreover, we show that this is practical today.

Overheads in the Linux networking stack. To understand what is needed as part of a re-design, we need to look at the overheads in the Linux networking stack. The generality that makes Linux networking so powerful is also one of its...
main sources of inefficiencies. One dimension of this is that there is a long, complex data path that performs too many operations per packet. This includes many different protocols and a wide array of functionality where Linux needs to check whether each block of code to process needs to be called or not. This leads to a long critical path which, in turn, slows processing. A second dimension is that the processing that does need to be executed is quite inefficient — again, due to the need for generality. This includes both heavyweight protocol implementations that can support all of the corner cases (e.g., IP fragmentation), as well as heavyweight data structures (e.g., sk_buff) for which the allocation process is not just a memory allocation, but complete parsing of packets to fill in all of the data into the structure.

There are two key insights that we can draw from this — both opportunities for optimization of Linux networking. First, in most cases, only a subset of functionality is actually being used. For example, we might only need to set up a bridge between two interfaces, but Linux still checks if we are using IPsec, packet filters, or traffic shaping. Instead, we believe Linux should be designed much like the models proposed in the x-kernel [13] and Click [15] work — that is as a compositional design. However, unlike those in which users explicitly provide a graph of processing, we need to make this transparent from users of Linux.

Second, while Linux does have a degree of fast-path and slow-path processing, such as the inclusion of some control protocols (e.g., spanning tree) in the kernel, it treats all packets the same — with the same pipeline and same data structures being allocated. Instead, we believe Linux should explicitly separate out fast-path functionality and slow-path functionality, and tailor the execution of each.

Rethinking the Linux networking stack is practical. Redesigning the Linux networking stack as proposed, would require (1) a decomposition into explicit fast-path and slow-path functionality and execution environments, and (2) an ability to dynamically instantiate only the part of the network stack that is used. While this is counter to the monolithic design of Linux, we believe that, while not explicitly designed for this purpose, there are existing frameworks that can serve as the fast-path execution environment. The key things we need in an execution environment for fast-path processing are (1) that it is designed with efficiency in mind for high throughput processing, (2) that it enables the dynamic loading of processing so that we can load only what is needed at that particular time, and (3) an ability to interact with the Linux kernel to be able to access its data structures and exchange packets. Both Click and, more recently, XDP provide all of these. What having this fast-path execution environment enables is Linux, as exists today, to serve as the slow path. With that, two more challenges remain: (1) how to design the modules such that they are very lightweight and leverage the current Linux network stack as the slow path, and (2) how to dynamically build a graph of Linux processing of what is needed.

Introducing TNA. As a prototype realization of this vision, we introduce Transparent Network Acceleration (TNA), shown in Figure 1, which includes a library of fast-path modules of various Linux networking functions coupled with an orchestration layer that builds a custom data plane on demand based only on what is configured in Linux (with command line utilities or other software that use the Linux interface to set data structures within the Linux kernel, such as the forwarding table). The modules are designed to be lightweight and can be stitched together and loaded into the kernel with XDP. They are designed to work with the Linux networking stack as the slow path by redirecting any need for corner case processing or state management to the Linux networking stack and accessing state through various helper functions. Also, we support different application needs by multiplexing packets to custom processing based on packet header information. To determine what fast-path processing graph to load at any given time, a lightweight controller continuously introspects the kernel’s network configuration, then it composes and places the currently used functions on the data path. It also provides APIs for user-defined logic to be inserted at any point in the data path. The result is a fast Linux networking stack that is (1) fast as it only runs a slim data plane of the currently required functions instead of passing packets through a complex, general-purpose stack, (2) transparent to the rest of the system as it uses the kernel’s configuration and network state together with its ecosystem of tools and third-party software, and (3) extensible as it uses an underlying technology (XDP) that was designed to add custom functionality to the Linux kernel efficiently.

To demonstrate the benefits and performance gains with TNA, we accelerate the Linux bridging subsystem. With this, the user can configure Linux bridges with the brctl utility and TNA transparently accelerates the packet processing. Depending on the CPU count, the TNA-accelerated bridge improves throughput by 3.5–4.5 times over the Linux networking stack implementation. We also compare with Polycube [17], which directly leveraged XDP to accelerate

![Figure 1: TNA Overview.](image-url)
bridging by bypassing the Linux networking stack. Unlike TNA, Polycube is not transparent to the user and requires users to interact with custom control software. We show that even in this case, the TNA-accelerated bridge is 1.5–2.5 times faster. This largely stems from XDP being used as a bypass of the Linux networking stack in Polycube, versus an explicit leveraging of Linux functionality as a slow path that keeps the TNA modules very lightweight.

In the remainder of the paper, we first discuss how we can decompose Linux functionality into fast-path and slow-path elements (Section 2) and how we can then automatically build a custom fast data path that only includes needed functionality based on the current context (Section 3). We then describe the prototype implementation of TNA, along with an evaluation based on accelerating the Linux bridge subsystem (Section 4). We discussed related work in Section 5 and conclude in Section 6.

2 Building Composable Fast-Path Modules

The first challenge to address is how to design the modules such that they are very lightweight and leverage the current Linux network stack as the slow path effectively. Here, we first provide guidance on how to design the modules and then describe how we decompose Linux functionality into fast-path modules.

**Designing fast-path modules.** The Linux networking stack today processes all packets without explicitly distinguishing them as fast-path or slow-path. In this way, any packet that is sent to Linux will be correctly processed and will correctly update internal state. In the trivial case, we can consider that a fast path that is empty and sends all traffic to the Linux networking stack will work correctly.

What we aim for is that elements be inserted such that they can process a majority of packets without needing to send them to the Linux networking stack. These elements should only execute a few simple tasks such that they can be as fast as possible. What this means is different for each function; we provide some examples later in this subsection. In general, it should only include the common-case data plane processing — with corner cases and more complex control protocols being handled by Linux. In XDP, this is enabled through the ability to inject packets into the Linux networking stack. So, modules must include functionality that determines whether a packet can be processed just in the fast path, or needs to be passed to the Linux stack.

The functions should not maintain their own state, but instead only use existing Linux networking data structures. In XDP, this can be done through the use of helper functions. This allows any given packet to be processed by the Linux networking stack without modification, otherwise synchronization would be needed. State will largely be (but does not need to be) read-only as much of the state management exists within the higher-level control protocols or set from management utilities (e.g., Linux command line tools) or user-space control plane software.

**Building a library of composable data-plane modules.** To provide examples of these principles in practice, we elaborate in Table 1 how we break Linux packet processing into a series of lightweight modules for a set of Linux networking subsystems. While this is not an exhaustive set of networking functionality, this list is highly representative as those services serve as the basic building blocks to implement complex networking applications such as bridges, routers, NAT, firewalls, and container network interfaces (CNIs).

The lightweight modules for each subsystem are responsible for simple tasks, like parsing and rewriting packets, looking up state in the kernel tables, and sending packets for full processing when needed. We call those lightweight modules TNA fast-path modules (FPMs) and we build a library of them to execute tasks needed by each network subsystem. For example, the fast path on a bridge deployment can be composed by a series of pre-built TNA FPMs where each of them performs tasks like packet parsing and rewriting, forwarding database (FDB) lookups (via a kernel helper), and L2 forwarding (directly from the fast path). The Linux kernel exposes FDB access and port state to the fast path via a kernel helper and performs tasks like aging, spanning tree protocol (STP) and FDB misses handling, and packet flooding. FDB misses/flooding should happen only for the first packet destined to an unknown MAC address [4]. In this manner, the fast path is able to process the majority of the packets with higher performance than the full Linux processing (see Section 4).

In the same manner, the fast path for a router uses TNA FPM modules to parse packets, perform FIB (forwarding information base) lookups, and L3 forwarding. The fast path gets assistance from Linux by accessing exposed FIB and neighbor data via a helper, supporting routing protocols like BGP (in which protocol messages only need to be processed every few seconds [22]), and other unsupported operations like handling fragmented packets (which can be avoided [6]).

The netfilter subsystem exposes access control lists (ACLs) and the table of initiated L4 connections/flows (called conntrack table) to the fast path. This allows building accelerated services like stateful firewalls and NAT2.

---

1Some kernel helpers are available to XDP today (e.g., `bpf_fib_lookup` [3]), but some are missing. So, to realize our full vision, we will both leverage the ones that are available and build new ones as needed.

2Note that this model is essentially different from solutions like [17] which maintains state in BPF maps and reimplements several networking features in BPF form, missing the opportunity to leverage features already implemented in the Linux ecosystem.
Table 1: Acceleration model for different packet processing applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subsystem</th>
<th>Fast Path</th>
<th>In-Kernel State</th>
<th>Control Plane + Slow Path</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bridging</td>
<td>Parsing, rewriting, FDB lookup/update, forwarding</td>
<td>FDB, port state</td>
<td>Manage FDB (aging), handle FDB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>misses (flooding), STP protocol processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routing</td>
<td>Parsing, rewriting, FIB lookup, forwarding</td>
<td>FIB, neighbor tables</td>
<td>Routing Protocols (e.g., BGP, OSPF), ARP handling, IP (de)fragmentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netfilter</td>
<td>Parsing, rewriting, conntrack lookup/update, allow/deny packets</td>
<td>Conntrack, ACLs</td>
<td>Conntrack handling, IP (de)fragmentation, handle rules on unsupported hooks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Automated Fast-Path Data Plane Creation

The second key challenge is how to dynamically build and load a fast-path processing graph consisting of only what is needed. Before providing a more complete description, to give intuition on how TNA can generate and deploy a minimal XDP fast path to accelerate Linux networking services, in agreement with what is currently configured, we describe a simplified example for one use case. In this example, we show how TNA would automatically instantiate an XDP fast path to transparently accelerate a bridge deployment.

The process starts with an operator or automation framework (e.g., Ansible) executing a sequence of commands using Linux configuration tools (e.g., iproute2 and brctl) to configure the bridge. So, the operator adds a network interface on the Linux system (NIC1) to a desired VLAN (Y). The next step is to issue a command to create the bridge (br1). After that, NIC1 is added to br1 and STP is enabled on this bridge.

To automatically generate the XDP fast path for this example, we need to introspect the Linux kernel looking for bridge objects and retrieve the entities that compose them (TNA objects). After that, we build a dependency graph with relationships between those objects, allowing us to have a structured view of the current bridge configuration. The next step is to map the nodes of the graph into one or more small units of pre-build eBPF code (TNA FPMs) that can be stitched together to provide the necessary fast-path logic to accelerate the bridge. In this example, the dependency graph contains a bridge with VLANs and STP configured on it. In this case, we stitch together and deploy a set of TNA FPMs on NIC1 to (1) parse L2 header including VLANs, (2) send STP messages for kernel processing (slow path), (3) perform FDB lookups in the kernel, using a kernel helper, (4) when a lookup fails, send the packet to the kernel, (5) when the lookup succeeds, send the packet to the egress port directly from the fast path.

We design the TNA controller (shown in Figure 2) with a series of components that work together to allow the steps just described to happen, as we explain next.

**Introspect the Linux kernel.** Our service introspection component uses the Netlink protocol [19] by both sending queries to the kernel at the controller startup time to get an initial view of the current configured services and also by joining to multicast groups to get kernel notifications about configuration changes and updates. The received messages are converted into network objects descriptions (TNA objects) containing the type of object and a set of configuration attributes. A network interface, for example, will contain the type of interface (e.g., physical or virtual), its name, its current state (e.g., up or down), IP configuration, and so on.

**Build a dependency graph.** TNA starts this process by feeding the TNA objects generated by the service introspection to the topology manager component, which is responsible for processing each of those objects and establishing relationships among them. This creates the *TNA graph*, which is a dependency graph representing the services that are currently configured and the objects that compose them. To build the dependency graph, we leverage relationships that can be derived from the Netlink messages (e.g., the bridge that an interface is part of). Where this direct mapping is not possible, we apply domain knowledge to derive other dependencies. For example, when we have an IP address configured on a bridge interface, packets arriving at this interface may need routing, so we add the required objects representing this feature to the dependency graph accordingly.

TNA aims to allow tailoring acceleration code for systems according to the features they have available, such as the presence of SmartNICs with XDP offload capabilities [20] and a kernel version with needed helpers available. For doing so, the capabilities manager component builds an inventory

\[\text{Currently, we do hard code domain knowledge in TNA. As future work we aim to generalize defining supported kernel objects, services, configurations and dependencies via configuration files.}\]
of the available assets on a given system, such as the kernel version, and network interface model.

**Stitch together and deploy a set of TNA FPMs.** The TNA acceleration library has a set of pre-built TNA FPMs. The fast-path assembler component uses outputs from the topology manager, capability manager, and the TNA acceleration library to generate a minimal fast path to support the services that are currently configured on the system in accordance to its capabilities. Currently, TNA does so by directly mapping one or more TNA FPMs to each node of the TNA graph in a hierarchical way that allows building a fast path that has functional equivalence with the original Linux data path (but is thinner and faster). We aim to generate a data plane that is as thin as possible as this results in fewer instructions per packet (making processing faster), potentially reduces cache misses (as code/data are more likely to fit on processor’s cache), and leads to less resource consumption — which is important on SmartNIC XDP offloads. Generating a minimal data plane can be enforced by (1) avoiding code duplication by carefully organizing the TNA graph nodes such that several services on a pipeline can share TNA FPMs (e.g., a packet parser) and (2) avoiding deploying unnecessary code. For example, if there are no VLANs or IPv6 configured on the system, TNA will not deploy TNA FPMs to parse those protocols.

Given the minimal fast path that was just generated, the Fast Path Deployer is responsible to actually deploy the code on XDP. Currently, we do this by having, at the beginning of the pipeline, an XDP program that leverages the eBPF tail call mechanism to send packets to the minimal data path. Each time the data path is regenerated (which is triggered by changes in configuration), TNA atomically replaces the current XDP data path with the new one, by updating the tail call reference to the new program on the eBPF map [12]. The XDP data path is built by in-lining the required FPM modules to compose the full processing pipeline.

**Extensible Fast Path.** While the focus of this paper is how to redesign the Linux networking stack itself to be high performance, we of course inherit the desire for users to add custom packet processing. For this, TNA provides an API that allows injecting custom code on the packet processing pipeline. This can be done in two ways. The first is to inject custom eBPF code at different points in the XDP processing pipeline. Those attachment points can be at the beginning of the processing, at the end (e.g., before a packet is forwarded), or somewhere in between (i.e., between two TNA FPMs). This allows injecting custom network functionality in the pipeline, e.g., monitoring [2], or load balancing [24], that can work in concert with the deployed pipeline. The second possibility is to add custom packet processing applications on user space (e.g., [1]). This can be done by using a special type of socket, called AF_XDP, that allows sending raw packets directly from the XDP layer. This enables creating a hybrid kernel/user space processing environment where lower layer protocol processing and security are provided by Linux/TNA and upper layer processing (e.g., L4-L7) is provided by user space with higher performance than a full Linux pipeline. Full exploration is left as future work.

## 4 Prototype and Evaluation

We built an initial prototype to evaluate TNA’s feasibility and performance. For our initial evaluation, we focus on the use case of accelerating Linux’ bridge subsystem; it has several mature features implemented in the kernel (e.g., STP handling and MAC learning) and is widely deployed, for example in data center networks and CNIs.

**TNA bridge prototype.** As there currently is no helper function available in XDP to interact with bridge state inside the kernel, we needed to add one. When a packet arrives at the XDP layer, the helper adds the packet’s source MAC address/ingress port to the kernel FDB table (if not yet present). After that, given a destination MAC address/VLAN ID, if there is a match on the FDB, the helper answers with the output port and also the STP state (e.g., blocked or learning).

The TNA controller is able to introspect the kernel, build the dependency graph representing the kernel objects required for a bridge, including the bridge name, the attached network interfaces, their configuration (e.g., VLANs, STP, etc.). Based on this graph, the TNA fast-path assembler composes a minimal data path. For example, if there are no external routes configured on a system, TNA will not be accelerating L3 forwarding nor will code to parse the IP header be added.

**Evaluation.** We now evaluate TNA’s ability to transparently accelerate a bridge deployment. To do so, we set up a testbed composed of three servers. Two of them act as packet generators using DPDK’s Pktgen. Both servers use a 10 Gbps Intel NIC, and we use one CPU core to generate line rate traffic (with 200 different MAC addresses) in one direction at minimum packet size (close to 15 Mpps). Traffic in the opposite direction is generated at 15 Kpps to keep FDB tables “warm”. The third server runs the bridge deployment and is used to forward traffic between the other machines using 10 Gbps Intel NICs directly connected to the packet generators; we disable hyper threading and power saving. We run each experiment 10 times for 10 seconds.

We deploy and compare TNA with both Linux (kernel 5.15) and Polycube [17] (v0.9.0). As Polycube completely reimplements the bridge in eBPF/XDP and user space, it cannot be configured with standard Linux tools; the command `polycubectl` is required instead. In contrast, we configure the Linux bridge with standard unmodified tools (e.g., `ip`, `brctl`, `bridge`), and let the TNA controller automatically deploy an accelerated XDP data path for this deployment. Figure 3
Figure 3: Throughput of Bridge Implementations. shows the results using 1, 2, and 6 cores ((Intel Xeon E5-2620 v2 @ 2.10GHz) for each system. We can see that the Linux bridge with TNA acceleration is up to 4.5 times faster than without. It is also up to 2.5 times faster than the Polycube bridge, with the added benefit of leveraging the Linux bridge implementation and the respective configuration tools. In this scenario, TNA is faster due to its ability to generate a minimal data plane (avoiding unnecessary packet processing overheads) and optimized access to kernel data structures, which allows it to consume 38% and 64% fewer cycles per packet than Polycube and Linux respectively.

5 Related Work

Kernel-bypass networking. A variety of packet I/O frameworks take the approach of bypassing the kernel in order to scale software packet processing, most notably the Data Plane Development Kit [7], PF_RING [21], and Netmap [23]. Common to these frameworks is that they generally take over control of a NIC, only copy packets a single time from the NIC to pre-allocated memory via DMA, and rely on expensive busy polling instead of interrupts. In contrast, with TNA we believe that the Linux networking stack should not be bypassed, but instead redesigned such that we can leverage the operating system’s networking features, and its ecosystem of tools and control plane software.

In-kernel fast packet processing. There has been work that can load custom packet processing functionality into the kernel, providing both the opportunity to access kernel state (e.g., the forwarding table) and exchange traffic with the Linux networking stack. One such framework is the Click [15] modular router, which allows stitching together packet processing elements as a directed graph to build complex network functions from an extensive library of elements and loading that into the kernel as a kernel module. The eXpress Data Path (XDP) [12] similarly provides an in-kernel execution environment, but provides better safety through the use of the eBPF virtual machine, and has been integrated into mainline Linux. TNA is complementary to these efforts, as we rely on the capabilities of XDP to provide a fast path execution environment and are inspired by the model in Click where modules can be stitched together. As example applications built with XDP, most related to our work are Polycube (which implemented alternate implementations of some Linux network functions with XDP along with custom interfaces) and Bastion [18] (which implements a CNI with XDP). While providing acceleration, these fall short in that they bypass the Linux networking stack and, in the case of Polycube, slow-path processing needed to be implemented from scratch in user space. In contrast, TNA uses Linux’ existing rich functionality as the slow path, avoiding the need for costly reimplementation and non-standard interfaces.

Clean-slate approaches. Finally, entirely new kernel architectures have also been proposed. X-kernel [13] is an early work that proposes an OS designed to simplify building and composing communication protocols; it includes abstractions and building blocks to realize a wide range of protocols to be used within and across hosts. More recently, Zhang et al. proposed Demikernel [28], an OS architecture that aims at integrating legacy control plane software with a fast data path bypassing the kernel. Those approaches have in common that they propose completely new kernels and radical changes to OS architecture. While achieving similar goals, TNA can be deployed today as it can be implemented using mechanisms Linux already provides.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a redesign of the Linux network stack, making it more suitable to address the needs of modern network systems in terms of performance, functionality and extensibility. The redesign starts from the observation that it is possible to instantiate a fast data path to Linux, covering only functionality that is actually in use on the system, avoiding many overheads that slow down Linux packet processing. This can be achieved with technology that is currently available in the Linux kernel. We show that our prototype is 4.5 times faster than Linux for the bridge use case. There is still work to do to realize our vision. First, we need to do a more comprehensive analysis of the Linux kernel network stack to support decomposing more of it with our proposed redesign. Second, we need to investigate techniques for building and optimizing the TNA dependency graph, and to generate and deploy code based on it. Third, we need to come up with a model that can ensure correctness and consistency in the data plane as we insert custom processing. Finally, we will explore debugging mechanisms considering the new network stack design.
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